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Job Description

Established in 2008, Geidea epitomizes customer focused empowerment and commercial

success through continuous innovationGeidea makes best in class digital payment solutions

available for all by attracting and leveraging the best creative & entrepreneurial talent in the

marketOur solutions give any business the chance to get ahead and reach for more no

matter their size or maturity.Our technology mirrors our people - Smart, Innovative &

Forward Thinkingwww.geidea.netTo maintain competitive advantage as we grow, we are

currently looking for a Platform Engineer Lead.Job purpose:Improving the platform of our

technical stack in terms of performance, reliability, and process.Key accountabilities and

decision ownership: Assess our current technical platforms and processes for optimization

opportunities, gaps and areas needing modernization. Conceptualize and propose

innovative technical solutions to organizational challenges. Drive implementation of approved

initiatives through collaboration, guidance and removalof blockers.Represent the CTO

office by communicating technical strategies and priorities. Work closely with product,

engineering, and business teams to understand pain points, gather requirements, align

roadmaps. Improve technology platform’s reliability, and performance by adhering to

industry best practices in development, security, compliance, and process. Lead audits from

platform point of viewMust Have Technical / Professional Qualifications 8+ years of

experienceBachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Engineering, MIS, or equivalent with

programming experience Dot net - hands on 'clean code' experience Experience in:

Building and designing highly scalable and resilient systems Kubernetes Kafka/rabbit
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MQBuilding platforms Restful Web APIs and microservices components. Troubleshooting

software prototypes Hands-on CI/CD using industry standards tools such Azure DevOps is

a plus Payment Fintech experience is a plusOur values guide how we think and act - They

describe what we care about the most.Customer first - It’s embedded in our design

thinking and customer service approach.Open - Openness allows us to constantly improve

and evolve.Job Requirements
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